
Photomath

**About Photomath**

With Photomath mathematical tasks can be solved in no time at all. To do this, simply point the

camera of the mobile device toward the task that should be solved, and within a few seconds, the

app presents the result, along with a detailed approach.

Photomath is an effective and very reliable method to solve math problems. To solve math

problems, you simply have to point the camera of your smartphone or tablet toward the task.

Within a few seconds, the app will show you the solution and, if you wish, also present detailed

instructions directly. The app calculates simple mathematical tasks as well as challenging

mathematical equations. The latest feature of the app allows you to solve even handwritten tasks

and equations. In addition, you can now work with graphs and have them displayed in the app.

**Photomath - Functions:** 

- Solve mathematical tasks: Photomath reliably and effectively solves mathematical problems of

all kinds and is unimaginably fast. In order that the app solves a task for you, simply point the

camera of your smartphone or tablet at the task to be solved. Now all you have to do is set the

area in which the task is located so that the app knows exactly which task to solve. After doing

this, you will get the solution within a few seconds. 

- Step-by-step instructions: If the result alone is not enough for you, you can also have the detailed

solution displayed. Here the app explains you the solution step-by-step in an easy-to-understand

way. 

- Everything is possible: Of course, the app does not only supports basic mathematical units such

as integers, fractions or decimals, but also more complex topics such as algebra, linear equations,

logarithms or derivatives.

- Read your handwriting: In the past, the app was only able to solve printed math tasks. Now

Photomath can also recognize and solve handwritten tasks. 

- Work with graphs: The latest feature of the app allows you to work even with graphs easily. For

this you simply have to enter or photograph equations and Photomath will show you the

corresponding graphs within seconds. 

Conclusion: Photomath is a very helpful app, which will greatly facilitate the lives of students or

people who don’t like calculating. The app solves mathematical tasks not only in a jiffy, but is also

extremely reliable and effective in solving the tasks.


